
Key Stages Of
Factory
Cleaning



Factory cleaning is the process of systematically

removing dirt, debris, and contaminants from all

areas of a manufacturing facility to maintain a

safe, hygienic, and efficient working environment.

It involves various factory cleaning procedures

such as sweeping, mopping, scrubbing, and

disinfecting surfaces, machinery, equipment, and

production areas.

FACTORY CLEANING

https://www.multicleaning.com.au/factory-cleaning-procedure/


6 Stages of Factory Cleaning

Preparation Surface
Cleaning

Machinery
Cleaning

Deep 
Cleaning

Disinfection &
Sterlization

Maintenance



The initial stage of factory cleaning involves

assessing the factory environment, identifying

areas that need attention, and preparing the

necessary equipment and cleaning solutions.

Customized cleaning plan is necessary to outline

the necessary equipment, cleaning solutions, and

procedures to address identified areas effectively.

Stage 1  -  Preparation

https://www.multicleaning.com.au/sydney/factory-cleaning/


In the surface cleaning stage start by sweeping

away dirt and dust from floors, walls, and

machines using brooms and mops. Then use

special cleaning liquids to get rid of tough stains

and grime, making everything sparkle. This step

isn't just about making things look nice—it's also

about keeping everyone safe and healthy by

removing potential hazards.

Stage 2  -  Surface Cleaning



In the machinery cleaning stage, clean and

sanitize machinery, equipment, and tools using

appropriate cleaning agents and methods.

Disassemble components as needed for detailed

cleaning, ensuring proper reassembly afterward.

Pay attention to moving parts, electrical

components, and sensitive areas to avoid damage

during cleaning.

Stage 3  -  Machinery Cleaning



Safety Precautions Taken During
Machinery Cleaning

Log Out/Tag Out

Before cleaning any machinery, ensure
it is properly locked out and tagged out
to prevent accidental startup.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Wear appropriate PPE such as gloves,
goggles, face shields, aprons, and
safety shoes to protect against hazards

Ventilation

Work in well-ventilated areas or use
exhaust fans to prevent the buildup of
fumes or vapors from cleaning agents.

Work In Teams

Whenever possible, work in teams or
have a colleague nearby to provide
assistance in case of emergency.

First Aid And Emergency Response

Have a first aid kit readily available and
ensure that personnel are trained in basic
first aid procedures.



In the deep cleaning stage, using special

techniques and strong cleaning products, to make

everything squeaky clean. This step is important

because it helps to keep  equipment running

smoothly and makes  workspace safer and

healthier for everyone. This stage ensures a

hygienic and safe working environment.

Stage 4  -  Deep Cleaning



Sanitization and sterilization are like superheroes

that fight off germs and keep things super clean.

When sanitizing, use special cleaners to wipe away

those sneaky germs that can make us sick. It's like

giving everything a good scrub to make sure it's

safe to touch. Sterilization is even more powerful—

it's like using a magic spell to remove away all the

germs, leaving things super clean and germ-free.

Stage 5  -  Sanitization & Sterlization



Implement regular cleaning and maintenance

schedules to prevent the buildup of dirt and debris

in the future. Train staff on proper cleaning

procedures and provide them with the necessary

tools and equipment to maintain a clean and safe

working environment.

Stage 6  -  Maintenance



The stages of factory cleaning passes thorough preparation, dusting, degreasing,

wet cleaning, sanitization, rinsing, drying, inspection, and ongoing maintenance.

By systematically following these steps, factories can ensure cleanliness, safety,

and compliance with health standards, promoting a healthy work environment

and operational efficiency. If you need any professional assistance, contact Multi

Cleaning, the professional cleaning company in Sydney to experience difference

cleanliness!!  

Conclusion
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